Card #1

1. Trim two pieces from Safari Adventure B-side to measure 5½” x 4”.
2. Add a piece of washi tape 1⁄8” from the bottom edge of one 5¼” x 4” panel overlapping the ends. On the second piece add the washi tape to the center of the panel overlapping the ends.
3. Adhere the icon border strip* along the top of the washi tape that is along the bottom of the panel. (Tip: glue the border strip down first, then trim off the excess)
4. Add this panel to the inside of the card.
5. Add the elephant border* to the center of the washi tape on the remaining panel. (Tip: glue the border strip first then trim off the excess.)
6. Add the skinny green border* to the bottom of the panel. Add this panel to the front of the card.
7. Cut two pieces from the B-side of Serengeti Outfitters to measure 4¼” x 3½” and score as follows ½”, 1½”, 2”, and 3”. Note: the 3½” is across the top of the scoreboard.
8. Fold on all of the score lines and adhere the piece together to create a rectangle. Do this to both pieces creating two rectangles that are the same.
9. Add a thin bead of wet glue to both short ends of one rectangle and attach the two rectangles together. The rectangles are attached on the short sides only.
10. Add strong adhesive to the back and bottom of the rectangle element. Remove the tape backing from the bottom and adhere the rectangle element to the inside of the card centering it along the fold. (Burnish really well with your bone folder.) Center the “Wild Safari” label* to the front of the rectangle as shown.
11. Fold the rectangle flat and remove the remaining tape backing and close the card picking up the adhesive. (Burnish really well with your bone folder.)
12. Adhere the lion stamp* as shown in the photo. Add the giraffe cut-apart** with foam adhesive. Add roses, leaves and parrot stamp* as shown.

Designed by ~ Ginger Ropp

Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 ea Safari Adventure 8x8 Paper Pack (4502094)
1 pk G45 Rose Bouquet—Triumphant Red (4501785)
1 ea G45 Architecture Washi Tape—Black (4501833)
1 pk G45 Card Set & Envelopes—Kraft (4501990)

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
Paper trimmer, scissors, ruler, scoring tool, bone folder, wet & dry adhesives, foam adhesive

Notes:
- For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!
- Measurements are width x height unless specified.
- Optional: Distress paper edges with distress ink before adhering to the card bases.
- *Cut from Amazing Africa  **Cut from Jungle Expedition
Safari Adventure — Interactive Card Set

Card #2

1. Cut a piece from the B-side of *Call of the Wild* to measure 5¼" x 4".
2. Add a strip of washi tape ⅛" from the right hand side overlapping the ends to the back. Adhere this panel to the front of the card.
3. Cut a piece of *Lush Landscape* to measure 6" x 2¼". Score this piece at ⅛" on both ends of the 6" side. Fold on the score lines and angle the ends on both tabs. Add adhesive to the tabs and add a thin bead of wet glue along the bottom and adhere this piece to the inside of the card leaving equal spacing along the bottom and both sides.
4. Cut another piece from *Call of the Wild* B-side to measure 4¾" x 3½" score along the 3½" side at ½". Fold on the score line and add adhesive to the tab.
5. Tuck this piece into the *Lush Landscape* panel. Having the tab flat and flush against the fold line, remove the tape backing and close the card picking up the adhesive and creating the slide mechanism.
6. Add the large floral tag* to the front of the panel as shown and add the trio of floral tags* to the pullout section as shown in the photo.
7. Cut a piece from the B-side of *Exotic Patterns* to measure 4¼" x 3⅛" and adhere this panel to the front of the card with foam adhesive.
8. Trim out the Tiger cut apart** and the Let’s Go on an Adventure label*. Adhere the Tiger cut apart to the front of the card as shown. Add the flowers and leaves as shown in the photo.
9. Trim off the left tile from the Adventure label (this piece will be used for the next card) and attach the label to the front of the card with foam adhesive.

Card #3

1. Cut two pieces from the *Birds of a Feather* B-side to measure 4" x 5¼".
2. Add a strip of washi tape ⅛" from the bottom overlapping the ends to the back side and glue one panel to the front of the card and the other one on the inside.
3. Cut a piece from the B-side of *Exotic Patterns* to measure 3⅛" x 3⅛" and adhere to the inside of the card centering the top and both sides.
4. To create a holder for the gift card, cut a piece from the B-side of *Serengeti Outfitters* to measure 5" x ¾". Wrap the band around your gift card and adhere the ends together. (You want a snug fit so the gift card doesn’t slide out.) Note: Omit this step if you do not want to add a gift card.
5. Glue the band to the inside of the card in the center of the Exotic Patterns panel.
6. Trim out the parrot cut-apart** and adhere to the front of the band. (Only add adhesive to the band.) Add the parrot stamp* to the lower right side as shown.
7. Adhere the Safari girl cut-apart * with foam adhesive to the upper left hand side.
8. Add the red tile piece with foam adhesive. Add the red border strip* and blue bird stamp* as shown. Add the flowers to the bottom right hand corner.

Your kit contains enough supplies to create an additional 3 cards!
For inspiration check out our blog, Instagram, and YouTube Channel!